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Abstract 
Ecosystem services frameworks effectively assume that nature’s contributions to human well-being 
derive from people receiving benefits from nature. At the same time, efforts (money, time, or 
energy) for conservation, restoration or stewardship are often considered costs to be minimized. But 
what if caring for nature is itself an essential component of human well-being? Taking up and 
developing the concept of relational values, we explore the idea that well-being cannot be reduced 
to the reception of benefits, and that instead much derives from positive agency including caring for 
nature. In this paper, we ask specifically, a) how can "care" be conceptualised with respect to nature, 
b) how does caring for nature matter both to protecting nature and to people’s well-being, and c) 
what are the implications for research and practice? 

We describe the theoretical background, drawing especially from (eco)feminist philosophy, and 
explore its (mostly) implicit uses in the conservation literature. Based on this analysis we propose a 
preliminary framework of caring for nature and discuss its potential to enrich the spectrum of moral 
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relations to/with nature. We explore both its consequences for environmental research and for the 
practice of conservation.  

 

1. Introduction 
The global environmental crisis has prompted not only research on scientific explanations and 
technical solutions but also on a deeper understanding of human-nature-relationships. In order to 
promote political action, endeavours such as Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, TEEB (The 
Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity) and the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on 
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) have demonstrated nature’s importance for human well-
being. Concepts like ‘nature’s benefits for people’ or ‘nature’s contributions to people’ (as IPBES 
frames it [1**, 2**]) emphasise nature’s decisive role for the good life of humans. However, many 
share the intuition that nature is not merely a means to human ends, nor and end in itself. In fact, 
there appears to be a broader and richer set of human relations with nature, which transcends the 
distinction between instrumental and intrinsic values. This perspective does not only consider the 
question what nature does for people but also acknowledges a diverse set of other relationships with 
nature and the values associated with it. This relational perspective addresses the close fabric of 
human and non-human aspects of shared social-ecological systems [3: 63f, 4, 5]2.  

Numerous concepts have been suggested to describe the relationship between humans and nature3. 
We here start from a value perspective. Values are ‘conceptions of what is ultimately good, proper, 
or desirable in human life’ [13: 1]. They play an important role in definitions of well-being [14, 15]; 
furthermore, social and cultural systems and differences, such as class, influence individual models 
and perceptions of what constitutes well-being. Traditionally, value(s) of nature are captured as 
either instrumental (i.e. a means to human ends) or intrinsic (i.e. a natural entity is valuable in itself, 
independent of human ends). Relational values, going beyond this distinction, express relations that 
are constitutive of a good life, i.e. a life worthy of a human being, in which not merely surviving, but 
flourishing can be achieved4.  

In this paper, we draw on the concept of relational values to discuss what the attitude and practice 
of care can mean for both nature conservation and well-being. Relations of care with and for nature 
clearly cannot be framed in merely instrumental terms. Caring is not only an attitude of concern for 
the well-being of another, but also and foremost a practice [18, 19, 20] that seeks to tend to 
another’s needs (with or without benefit to oneself), be the other a human or a non-human entity. 
Care is a central element of human well-being [21] and agency [18] and fosters trust, social cohesion, 
and responsibility [19].  

While care for nature has been mentioned as an important way of relating to nature, little systematic 
attention has been dedicated to it. Exceptions are inter aila given in ecofeminism, feminist ecological 
economics [22 ,23], as well as human geography and non-Western environmental philosophies (see 
below). 

                                                 
2 The combined works of nature and humans have, e.g., also been conceived as “cultural landscapes” [6], 
nature-culture-regimes [7, 8] or socionatures [9]. 
3 E.g. psychologists have devised different scales to assess human beings’ relationships, such as the Nature 
Relatedness scale [10], the Connectedness to Nature scale [11], or the Love and Care for Nature scale [12]. 
4 In a broader sense, instrumental values are relational as well, as they refer to an instrumental relation [16]. 
However, by following more recent literature on relational values, we employ the concept here in a narrower 
sense to stress the specific relevance of non-instrumental relations with nature [see 4, 5**, 17]. In the same 
line of argument, we set apart instrumental and relational values from intrinsic values [sometimes called 
inherent values, as in 4]. 
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In the following sections, we review the role that care can play for nature conservation and address 
critical questions on the application of the concept5. We then suggest a first framework of caring for 
nature and briefly address what care might imply for research and practice. 

 

2. Care concepts and how they have been applied in the context of 
human-nature relationships 

As highlighted by Buch [24: 279], ‘care’ connotes both affective concern (caring about) and practical 
action (caring for); this double meaning contributes to beliefs that caring actions are most naturally 
motivated by caring feelings [25, 26]. Although caring about and caring for should be connected, 
practical priorities often shifts the emphasis to ‘caring for’. However, the affective concern has 
important implications to legitimise meaningful actions. 

 

The concept of care (for nature) in feminist theories 

Feminist philosophers have introduced the concept of ‘care ethics’ to address moral considerations, 
such as taking responsibility for the needs of particular others, neglected by approaches that focus 
on justice (rights) or utility (preferences), [19]. Care ethics in general stresses the importance of 
emotions and empathy in the formation of moral judgments and principles that guide action; it 
considers actual relationships in their specific, contextual implications, and partiality [27]; it 
challenges the separation between the public and private sphere [19] and the Western liberal 
concept of the person as an autonomous individual, guided in the first instance by its rationality. 
Against this conception feminist care ethics employs a radically relational understanding of the self 
that focuses on the self as constituted by its relations to other beings [18]. 

Specifically with regard to human-nature relationships, feminist theories of care can: 

a) foreground the role of empathy [28] and of emotions as drivers for nature conservation [29], 
for example in terms of feelings of connectedness or grief when “treasured aspects of the 
natural environment are lost” [30: 974]; 

b) focus on the irreplaceable qualities of particular ecosystems and landscapes and voice the 
unique, constituting relationships among their human and nonhuman inhabitants in a 
particular community, thus challenging reductive instrumental language, commodification, 
and compensation offers [31]. As such they offer a solid basis for the articulation and 
justification of non-instrumental relational values; 

c) highlight the constituting role of (re)productive activities6 and ‘sustaining services’ [33, 32] 
and the mediation through which ecosystem potentials are mobilized by human agency and 
labour [34, 35, 36]; 

d) articulate the reciprocity of human-nature relationships (reciprocal restoration [30]; gift 
paradigm [31]) and the idea that a necessary condition to become care-givers is to 
acknowledge one’s own condition as care-receivers (beneficiaries of care), i.e. of the 
fundamental reliance on constituting relations with the natural environment and with others 
[37]. 

                                                 
5 Our starting point is feminist care ethics, because we here found the most elaborate philosophical 
explorations on the concept of care. 
6 (Re)productivity refers to all creative (productive) activities that are exploited but not valued by capitalistic 
production, and includes ecological (regeneration of the soil, photosynthesis, absorption capacity etc.) as well 
as social processes (caring for children, for elderly or sick people, friendship), and their mediation (nourishing 
and cooking, storing seeds, healing, repairing, etc.) [31, 25].  
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Indigenous/traditional approaches  

The feminist perspective on care presents commonalities with perspectives that are critical of the 
Western paradigm as they are expressed for example in geography and anthropology [e.g. 38, 39]. 
Ideas of the person as embedded in and constituted by a web of relations both between humans and 
between humans and non-human entities is common in a number of indigenous and traditional 
(mostly) non-western narratives. Often, moralities among indigenous communities include good 
social relations with other human beings, and also with the natural world (land and sea), which is 
recognized as being alive; respect for and responsibility to the land is an important belief and a moral 
tie. Nature is often at the same time care-giver and care-receiver. This has been shown in case 
studies from North and South America [40, 41, 42*], Australia [40, 43, 44], New Zealand [42*] and 
African countries [45, 46]. 

Care is at the same time a fundamental attitude that shapes the self-understanding of persons and 
community – and thus also contributes to human well-being [47, 48, 49] – and a set of practices that 
corroborates commonality and reciprocity between humans and with nonhumans. Especially in 
indigenous approaches, caring relations are often intimately connected to a spiritual dimension, 
which is paramount both for maintaining (or restoring) the personal identity of people and their idea 
of community, both with each other and the non-human world. Attitude and practice here often 
become inseparable (as different from e.g. some kinds of western stewardship concepts [55 and see 
below]). 

 

Environmental philosophical approaches  

Western environmental philosophy has discussed care under different headings. According to its 
founder, Arne Naess, “deep ecology" should aim at “extending care to humans and deepening care 
for non-humans”, [cited in 50:, 449]. Likewise, Leopold’s prominent “land ethic” [51] has been 
interpreted as an approach of caring for the land [e.g. 52: 63ff., 53]. Rolston [54] has introduced the 
concept of caring for nature with reference to the guiding role of religion in the formation of values. 

The concept of “environmental stewardship” (also earth stewardship, ecosystem stewardship), can 
also refer to an attitude and practice of care for nature [55, 56*, 20]. While some scholars interpret 
stewardship in terms of (resource) management [e.g. 57], others conceive of stewardship as the 
broader set of human relationships with nature and as a morally grounded caring attitude and 
practice [58]. The concept of stewardship has also been used in (and partly is rooted in) religious and 
spiritual traditions, but not without some critique [55]. 

The idea that good relations with others, among them care, belong to good human life, is rooted also 
in one strain of western philosophical traditions, namely in virtue ethics. Going back to Aristotle's 
concept of eudaimonia, virtue ethics at least implicitly underlies some modern environmental 
philosophies and is more explicitly adopted by “environmental virtue ethics” [59, 60, see also 61]7.  

 

Commonalities and unresolved questions in the diversity of concepts of care with respect to nature 

Most approaches of care towards nature share an understanding that deviates from the currently 
dominant western view of humans as autonomous individuals characterised by rationality as the 
foremost human attribute. In contrast, care-oriented approaches emphasise dependencies, 
reciprocity and the highly relational character of human life. The higher valuation of emotional bonds 
to (human and non-human) others implies a different understanding of how reason operates and a 
rejection of merely instrumental rationality.  

                                                 
7 On the relations between care ethics and virtue ethics see [62]. 
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In terms of the entities for which a responsibility of caring may exist, the question of proximity 
emerges as an open question, e.g., with respect to a duty to care for domesticated animals but not 
for wild ones [63, 64]. 

When care as practice refers to the specific needs of single (such as individual organisms) or 
collective entities (like a forest or an 'ecosystem'), it remains unclear how those needs can be 
identified and met. Different cultural norms, traditions, and interests might lead to controversial 
interpretations across different social groups. What are the needs, e.g. of a forest or a river? 

As with any other issue related to human-nature interactions, practices of care are also situated on a 
gradient between 'non-interference' and 'manipulating interventions'. For example, while caring for 
wilderness often implies an attitude of "letting nature take its course", caring for domesticated 
animals, whose survival depends on us, might require more active, even paternalistic, interventions. 
This is an important matter of controversy that needs to be addressed in processes of societal 
deliberation about different experiences and normative settings. A good example is the different 
understanding of the relation to resources in the Black Forest National Park in Germany: local 
residents claim that harvesting timber and collecting berries and mushrooms not only embodies an 
old traditional habit, but constitutes a practice of care. Accordingly, wasting nature's gifts would be 
considered careless. For many nature conservationists, instead, care would imply a non-interfering 
practice. 

 

3. Elements of a framework of caring for nature 
By broadening the spectrum of human-nature relationships beyond instrumental interactions, the 
concept of care can fructify the current conservation discourse in three ways. 

First, a care perspective allows for additional modes of justification. It enables arguments that 
foreground emotional bonds between humans and nature which tend to be ignored in discourses 
based on instrumental reason only (for a critique of instrumental reason see [65]). Based on a more 
inclusive concept of reason that is not in opposition to emotions[66], this perspective accepts 
emotions, context, and concern for particular others as comprehensible reasons. Instead of being 
excluded from the moral discourse, caring feelings are considered as valuable complements and 
legitimate arguments. Moreover, it stresses the relational constitution of the self and challenges the 
reduction of relations to merely instrumental links. 

Second, a care perspective complements existing ways of motivation. It adds a new quality to the 
debate that is neither utilitarian nor based on presumed moral rights of nature. A relational 
perspective regards humans as beings who fundamentally depend on others – and on nature, too. 
Such a self-image comes much closer to many people’s personal experiences and intuitions than the 
dominant image of humans as autonomous rational beings and therefore may have stronger 
motivational force. Every person in at least some parts of their life experiences being cared for or 
caring for others. Accordingly, other-regarding attitudes and practices are fundamental constituents 
of human life. Against a narrow utilitarian perspective – as it is expressed in the figure of the Homo 
Oeconomicus – care appeals to empathy and altruism instead of drawing on self-interest only as a 
motive and driver for action. From a relational perspective, a caring relationship between humans 
and nature is intrinsically valuable and therefore desirable. 

Third, a care perspective broadens the spectrum of conservation practices. Taking care into 
consideration shifts the focus of practical measures from the quality of the ecosystem to the quality 
of the interaction. A focus on care-directed interactions between humans and nature can 
complement science-based management measures with practices of care that are rooted in culture, 
tradition, religion, or personal relationships. Hence, it has the potential to integrate a diversity of 
languages and epistemic perspectives, such as for example indigenous and local knowledge.  

Possible conservation practices rooted in care encompass: 
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- Conservation and restoration practices: These comprise active care for the natural environment 
in its different forms (a) ecosystems, (b) species, (c) individual organisms, (d) ‘country’ or the land 
as a specific, located place of interactions; 

- Practices of production: These comprise care-directed management of land-use systems (e.g., 
grazing, farming and gardening) that embodies and expresses concern for the land, soil, wildlife, 
future generations, etc.; 

- Practices of consumption: This refers to caring by proxy, via purchases; e.g. consumers buying 
certified products or deliberately not buying or consuming certain products; 

- Practices of participation: In contrast to the stakeholders-centered view that participation is 
rooted in participants’ own interests , conceiving participation as a practice of care 
accommodates people that may participate out of genuinely altruist environmental concern. 

 

Summing up, we discriminate between the following notions of care (see Table 1): 

´Care’ as a relational and context-sensitive argument that provides an additional mode of justification 
for conservation measures as a complement to justifications guided by universal rational principles. 

‘Care’ as an action-orienting attitude rooted in a relational conception of the self that bears stronger 
motivational force. As a complement to the dominant model of humans as self-interested utility 
maximizers, care-based motivation links an individual’s wellbeing to the well-being of (particular) 
others. 

‘Care’ as a series of practices that are rooted in culture, religion or emotion as complements to 
merely science-based technical measures or management practices. 

 

Table 1: A framework of care with regard to nature (see text)  

 

Notion of care Focus on Complement to 

Mode of 
Justification 

Particular others 

Specific context 

Emotional and relational arguments 

Universal principles of reason 

Instrumental rationality 

Science-based and logical arguments 

Motivational 
force 

Intention and motivation 

(Inter)subjective perspective 

Relational self-conception 

Cause and effect 

Objective data 

Self-interests and utility maximization 

Practice Culture, religion and/or emotion 
 

Quality of interaction 

Science-based knowledge and 
technology 

(discrete) outcome of interaction 
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4. Consequences for research and practice 
We suggest complementing rather than replacing utilitarian arguments for protecting nature with 
the concept of care. What the notion of care adds to the debate on the relation between humans 
and nature is summarized in table 1: arguments of justification (what do people care for, under what 
circumstances?), stronger motivational force (how and why do persons care?) and a stronger focus 
on practice (in what way, embedded in which broader practices?). Here we discuss what this implies 
for frameworks, for research, and for conservation practice. 

 

Complementing frameworks such as the ecosystem service cascade and IPBES 
Common frameworks such as the cascade model by Haines Young and Potschin [67] explain the 
relationship between nature and well-being as unidirectional: from ecosystems to benefits and 
values. The basic lines of the argument are utilitarian and reduce all types of relations to merely 
instrumental interests; non-instrumental relational values are neglected. Neither are practices 
conceptualised or derived from individual motivations. The IPBES Framework, especially through the 
initial work on multiple values [68], in principle acknowledges relational values as a distinct category 
in addition to intrinsic and instrumental values and provides a direct link from nature to well-being 
via relational values, without the need of a direct benefit to arise. This aspect is somewhat lost again 
in the later publications [1**, 2] that focus on conceptualizing nature’s ‘benefits’ as ‘contributions’ 
and lose the focus of direct relation between nature and society mediated by culture and practice. 
For these frameworks the link that care and thus a two-directional relationship can add is to include 
not only “what are people interested in receiving from nature” but also “what do people care for, 
what practices do they want to engage in to maintain or achieve what state of nature and how does 
this affect their well-being?” 
 

Consequences for research: 

With regard to research on human-nature relationships, the idea of care implies specific relations, 
challenging the idea of a commensurability of values [69]. It calls for interdisciplinary as well as 
pluralistic valuation approaches [70, 71] using multiple and mixed methods, such as plural, 
deliberative, and participatory multi-criteria valuation (72, 73], often linking qualitative and 
quantitative approaches8. Beyond this, in order to capture and adequately deal with relational values 
that are shared collectively and individually [74], research will have to go beyond valuing. Rather it 
needs to incorporate ideas of fairness, justice and make explicit shared meanings and 
responsibilities. Care, as an important subset of relations, provides a strong justification for such a 
new focus on relational values and an extension of methods connected to it. Open methodologies – 
including deliberative evaluation [75**, 76] using the notion of care – can serve as a useful entry 
point and allow people to express their relation to nature in their own terms9, and thus reduce 
epistemic injustice. 

 

Consequences for practice: 

                                                 
8 Qualitative methodologies such as ethnographic approaches, accompanied visits and participant observation 
can enable researchers to gain rich data on the meanings of relational values and provide insights into the 
experiences and approaches of caring for nature. Combining/linking these with quantitative and spatial 
methods would enable exploration of distribution and location of caring for nature practices at different spatial 
scales. 
9 This involves giving more attention to motivational structures and ‘moral emotions’ [77] of people engaged in 
nature conservation [78]. Yet this focus has to be connected to the universalist’ ideas of justice and human 
rights, as the two are not contradictory but complementary. 
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Regarding conservation practice, the fact that certain people care for certain elements of nature will 
not per se lead to ‘more’ or ‘better’ conservation. However, taking a care perspective would help 
shift the focus from the abstract notion of what people value, which per se does not provide very 
clear implications as to how nature is to be used or conserved (e.g. wilderness vs managed 
conservation), to a practice-oriented level of caring for. What someone cares for, how and why, 
provides a much more tangible entry point as to how an area is to be used or not, what practices are 
acceptable to different groups etc. So the main benefit of the care concept for conservation practice 
may lie in asking the right questions rather than providing pro-conservation answers.  

Relationships with nature are often not well developed and care might not take place due to a lack of 
embodied engagement with nature [79, 80]. One way to enable people to reconnect to nature could 
be to create or enhance occasions for them to care for specific natural entities (a landscape, an 
animal/plant). Opportunities to embed concepts and actions associated with care for nature can be 
sought in everyday life, practices and institutions, such as the Forest School movement which takes 
learning outside of the classroom and provides opportunities for exploration and to embed caring 
relationships with nature into everyday school life [81]. 

 

5. Conclusions 
As we have described in this paper, concepts of caring for nature have been developed in different 
fields, such as indigenous and traditional ideas of human relationships with nature and in modern 
concepts of environmental ethics and conservation biology. Among recent approaches, feministic 
environmental philosophy has been the field which has most systematically conceptualised “care for 
nature“, on which we strongly draw here. 

We have described care and its relevance to nature conservation here in three major ways, namely 
a) as a relational and context-sensitive approach to justification of conservation measures, b) as an 
attitude that is focused on the well-being of (particular) others, and c) as a (variety of) concrete 
practices rooted in culture, religion or emotion. 

When perceived in this way, ’care for nature’ is multi-faceted: it is focused on what humans do for 
nature (and specific natural entities) and at the same time it acknowledges that caring is rooted in 
the concept of a relational self and is thus a constitutive part of what it means to live a good, really 
human life. Recognising and promoting this can thus be an important argument for nature 
conservation, although it will not replace other – utilitarian – arguments. Having said that, we are 
highly aware of a tension that exists here: if the concept of caring for nature is used strongly as a 
strategic tool to foster human well-being and nature conservation it may contradict the very idea 
that we described as underlying most care concepts, namely them being non-instrumental, 
reciprocal and other regarding in the first place. Using the concept mostly strategically would 
undermine the credibility of those using it and may thus also compromise the intrinsic motivations of 
people to care for nature. Avoiding this requires alertness and self-reflection both on the sides of 
researchers and practitioners. Keeping that in mind, further reflecting on and practising care for 
nature could indeed inspire and strongly alter the approaches to carrying out research on 
conservation and the conduct of conservation. 
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